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EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL 
 

PUBLIC SERVICES COMMITTEE – 1st SEPTEMBER 2022 at 7.00pm 
 

Committee Members: Cllr Woodgate (Chairman) 
  Cllr Favor (Vice Chairman)  
  Cllr A Peacock (Town Mayor) 
  Cllr F Visser (Deputy Town Mayor)* 

Cllrs Amos, Belsey*, Mrs Bennett* and Whittaker 
 
Others present: Cllr S Ody, Town Clerk, Deputy Town Clerk**, Community and Tourism 

Manager, SGT Paul Voight and Lisa Thompson and Stuart Scholes of the 
East Grinstead Business Association  

 
*= Absent  
** = attended via Zoom 
 

98. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 
 

There were no public present and so the Chairman moved onto the substantive agenda. 
 
 
99. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
 RESOLVED:  Apologies were accepted from: 
 

Cllr Mrs Bennett Personal Commitment   
Cllr Mr Belsey Personal Commitment 

 
 
100. TO APPROVE THE MINUTES DATED 21st JUNE 2022 
 

The set of the minutes were approved by the committee as an accurate and true record. 
 
 
101. CHAIRMANS UPDATE   
 

The Chairman advised that there was a community strategy on the agenda, and while it will 
be talked about more later he wanted to advise committee that in the current cost of living 
position and the rise in costs of energy bills we are mindful that some people in East 
Grinstead are really going to struggle.  We are liaising with various charities, watching the 
Government announcements, but also starting to ask ourselves what more can the Town 
Council do?   The Clerk is meeting next week with the Cabinet Member for Housing at Mid 
Sussex DC to talk about homelessness and some ideas as to how we can work together 
during the winter months to make things easier for those in need and also today met with the 
landlord of a pub in town regarding warm spaces for those who are concerned about heating 
their homes.   We are looking to see how we may be able to help with these existing ideas 
rather than reinventing the wheel.   More will no doubt come forward to the next meeting 
when we will have a clearer picture and can review what we can do effectively to help out 
where needed in the town.  Like we did during Covid we need to be working together to 
support those who need it.  
 

 
102. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

 
There were no new declarations 
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103. POLICE MATTERS 
 

The Chairman introduced the representatives from EGBA, who were present for this item. 
EGBA had collated their comments and concerns as to the Police and these were submitted 
via the Clerk to Sgt Voigt for comment and response.   The Chair asked Sgt Voigt to please 
update the meeting on current works and the response to the points.   
 
Sgt Paul Voight thanked EGBA for their concerns and said that the local police force is 
understaffed in East Grinstead.  He said that the current business case has been identified 
to allow Chequer Mead to become an actual police hub (with dedicated staff) rather than a 
satellite site as it is currently. The Sgt mentioned that the levels of crime regarding businesses 
was informative but the gap in the reports within the system did not allow for detailed analysis.  
 
The EGBA representative advised that the DISC presentation is being progressed for next 
week which is a tool that helps businesses with direct access and information sharing.  
 
An EGBA representative advised that the reason why businesses were not reporting the 
crimes was due to the lack of confidence in the local police force and previous false 
assurances. Some specific examples were given. 
 
Sgt responded to the assertion by highlighting the involvement he has personally on his 
patrols and how he visits East Grinstead regularly. It was mentioned that due to the lack of 
staffing in the police force, patrols can’t be everywhere at once. PCSO were described as a 
fantastic asset to the town but the lack of suitable PCSO’s within the area was causing issues 
in continuity. It was noted that two of the high-street fast-food restaurants have been working 
with the local police force to stop anti-social behaviour.  
 
The EGBA representative felt that as East Grinstead is on the edge of the Mid-Sussex, that 
police staff do not prioritise East Grinstead when dealing with cases.  
 
The committee thanked Sgt Paul Voight for his work and the efforts that his team have done. 
It was mentioned that police response felt sometimes like we were at the back of the queue, 
and it was suggested that the increased use of the Chequer Mead facility was only a good 
thing.  
 
It was asked what was the business case for the police station at Chequer Mead East 
Grinstead and what was the status of the case?    
 
The Sgt explained that although he could not give a timeline it had been in the pipeline for a 
long time, and it is something that he can update the committee as soon as he is aware of 
any future progress.  
 
It was mentioned that the police force had local backing from the Council but were sceptical 
about any new plan with the police station as previous promises had fallen through.   
 
A councillor asked a question on whether there is a correlation between less crime and more 
funding, whether there are currently too many police officer on the street and whether a 
scheme on crime-responding should evaluate certain crimes based on severity and whether 
it should require an in-person response.  
 
Sgt said he could not comment on a crime reporting scheme as Sussex Police would not be 
able to do this without a change in law in governance, the cost of policing was up to the 
general management of the police force and explained that no over-policing had occurred up 
to this point in his career.  
 
It was asked whether the police could promote their reporting process as it was hoped that 
more people would respond so police could better identify crime hot spots. 
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Sgt responded by saying that the current Operation Crackdown scheme allows the police to 
visit individuals and evidence traffic offences. The severity of a road traffic incidents and anti-
social behaviour should be reported so that the appropriate response can be taken. It was 
noted that there was an increase on Twitter and other social media platforms from the police 
to signpost people in the right direction in reporting.  
 
The committee asked whether Chequer Mead was being used currently.  
 
Sgt explained it was used but not to its full potential and the front desk (and front office) has 
been withdrawn temporally. The site is currently a satellite site for police visiting the area.  

 
It was noted that the need to address these matters publicly is important so that we as a town 
can move forward with confidence in our police team.  
 
The Chairman asked the police to include a patrol of the Glades as drug dealing is believed 
to happen at night.   
 
This was noted to be on the next patrol, the Sgt reminded everyone that incidents should be 
reported. It was mentioned that the trees should be trimmed as this helped last time to make 
the area less concealed.      

 
 
104. INTEGRATED CARE SERVICE 

 
The committee was advised that there will be no presentation from the ICB (Integrated Care 
Service) due to them not being able to provide a speaker. However they had supplied some 
background information which would have been part of the presentation, and have agreed to 
try to send someone for December.   
 
It was expressed that one of the main points from the presentation is about waiting times 
decreasing. It was mentioned that WSCC & ESCC has now restructured the ICB and this is 
another change in the healthcare legislation that will affect us locally. A statement was made 
due to the lack of staffing in NHS due to underspending.  
 
Any questions should be collated and directed towards the Chairman and the Town Clerk 
which can be posed in December. 
 
 

105. COMMUNITY SERVICES UPDATE 
 
The Chairman introduced the report and the Community Services Manager gave a brief 
update: 
 
Kings Centre is to provide the party room as a provision for youth projects over the winter, 
and this was a joint project with the local CPS & PCSO. 
 
The Outreach Bus is currently situated at Chequer Mead and is currently helping 10 people.  
 
Committee noted this report. 

 
 

106. TRANSPORT MATTERS 
 

The Chairman introduced the report and spoke on the challenge that strikes and roadworks 
have caused a challenge for residents this year. It was noted that the new railway footbridge 
and lifts are to be unveiled tomorrow. 
 
SEW were noted to be very helpful to residents during their road closure at Turners Hill. 
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This was noted 

 
 
107. COMMUNITY STRATEGY 
 

The Chairman introduced the strategic plan that will be a core target for the community team 
for the next 6 years. The strategy that has been drawn up is for amendment or approval to 
and will be the basis of the community teams work programme through to the end of 2027 
(being the next administration period).  
 
It was asked whether the strategy was a direct change due to the acquisition of St. Barnabas.  
 
The Town Clerk explained that this was to go hand in hand with the tourism strategy that was 
already in place. The strategy was a fluid document that help the committee to measure the 
progress on projects and other goals given to the community and tourism team.  
 
Resolved:  Committee agreed to the community strategic plan and adopted it. 
 
The Clerk and Community Services Manager were thanked for their work.  
 

 
108. SAFE PLACES 
 

The Clerk introduced the report and whilst was sad to see the Council move away from the 
scheme EGTC had piloted, felt it was right to follow the Mid Sussex direction and 
recommended a transfer away from the current safe spaces scheme due to the cost of the 
national scheme. 
 
Resolved: Committee resolved that East Grinstead Town Council will transfer away 
from the National Safe Places Scheme and support the Sussex Safe Space Scheme in 
its stead.          
 

 
109. CONSULTATIONS 
 

The Chairman introduced the draft response to the strategic transport plan for the SE.  
 
It was explained that this would benefit the Town and would be a document to refer too.  
 
The Clerk was thanked for the work completed. 
 
Resolved: that the response be submitted to the strategic transport plan for the South 
East.  

 
 
 
The Chairman thanked his committee and advised that the next full meeting of the Committee will 
be held on at 7.00pm. Thursday 1st December 2022 and ended the meeting at 20.13 
 
 
 
 
        SIGNED: 
        CHAIRMAN 
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